Noninvasive follicular thyroid neoplasm with papillary-like nuclear features: An interobserver study of key cytomorphological features from a large academic medical centre.
Because of the indolent nature of noninvasive follicular thyroid neoplasm with papillary-like nuclear features (NIFTP) and potential requisite for a more conservative treatment, it is crucial to identify features of this entity preoperatively. Our group recently published findings that there are several cytomorphological features that may be used as clues to distinguish NIFTP, papillary thyroid carcinoma (PTC) and follicular adenoma (FA) on fine needle aspiration. Therefore, we aimed to determine the interobserver reproducibility of these findings. Presurgical fine-needle aspiration slides from NIFTP (n = 30), classic PTC (n = 30) and FA (n = 30) collected from 1/2013-8/2016 were reviewed by seven cytopathologists blindly. Presence of selected cytomorphological features was recorded and compared to determine percent agreement and inter-rater reliability among study cytopathologists using Gwet's AC1 statistics. For all the cytomorphological features, the overall percent agreement amongst the pathologists ranged between 65.1% and 86.8% (Gwet's AC1 0.30-0.80). There was substantial or almost perfect agreement (Gwet's AC1 > 0.60) in seven cytomorphological features in the classic PTC group, in six features in the NIFTP group and in five features in the FA group. There were no features with poor agreement (Gwet's AC1 < 0.0). The current study supports the reproducibility of our previous findings. The high level of agreement amongst pathologists for these groups, and particularly the NIFTP group, supports the notion that when viewed in combination as a cytological profile, these cytomorphological features may assist the cytopathologist in raising the possibility of NIFTP preoperatively. This can potentially aid clinicians in deciding whether more conservative treatment may be appropriate.